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Frame Functions, Signed Measures and Completeness 
of Inner Product Spaces 
ANATOLIJ DVURECENSKIJ 
Bratislava*) 
Received 15 March 1989 
We show that an inner product space is complete iff it possesses at least one nonzero frame 
function, or, equivalently, when and only when some systems of closed subspaces possess at 
least one nonzero signed measure. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose that S is a real or complex inner product space with an inner product 
(•, •). There are many characterizations of the completeness using topological [4], 
algebraic [2,3,5], or measure-theoretical methods [6—8, 12]. An interesting cha-
racterization is due to Gudder and Holland [11]: S is complete iff for any maximal 
orthonormal system (MONS for short) {xt} we have x = ]T (xt9 x) xt for any xe S. 
t 
In the present contribution, we generalize this result showing that S is complete 
iff S possesses at least one nonzero frame function. 
2. Frame Functions 
Let ^(S) be a unit sphere in 5, that is, ^(S) = {xeS: |x|| = 1}. A mapping 
/ : £f(S) -> R such that there is a constant We R called the weight off and such that, 
for any MONS {xt} in S, we have 
(2.1) £/(*,) = W 
t 
is said to be a frame function. It is clear that for a frame function f(Xx) = f(x) for 
all scalars A, \X\ = 1, and all x e£f(S). The notion of a frame function for Hilbert 
spaces has been introduced by Gleason [9]. We denote by ^(S) the set of all nonzero 
frame functions on 5. 
*) Mathematical Institute, Slovák Academy of Sciences, Obrancov mieru 49, 814 73 Bratislava, 
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A mapping f: £f(S) -> R such that 
(i) X!/(x») *s n n i t e f° r a n y orthonormal system {JCJ in 5; 
i 
(ii) f| Sf(K), dimK < co, is a frame function is said to be a frame function. 
Lemma 2.1. If 3F{S) -# 0, then, for any unit vector x in S, there exists anfe ^(S) 
such that 
(2.2) f{x) > 0 . 
Proof. Choose a g e ^(S). For any MONS {yj} in S, there is a y} such that 
#(y/) + 0. The frame function a may be chosen such that g(yj) > 0. 
Let x be an arbitrary unit vector from S. We may define a unitary operator U: S -> 
-> 5 such that Uy} = x and Uy = y for any y J_ x, yj. The mapping f: z i—> g(U~
xz)9 
z e S?(S), is an element of &(S) with (2.2). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.2. For any frame function f on S, dim S = oo, there exists a unique 
Hermitian operator T = Tf: S -* S such that 
(2.3) f(x) = (Tx,x) , X G ^ ( S ) . 
Proof. Suppose that f is a nonzero frame function on S. Then f is bounded on 
^(S). If not, then there is a sequence of unit vectors {xn} such that lim |f(x„)| = oo. 
n 
Let S0 denote an infinite-dimensional linear submanifold of S containing all xn's. 
Then f\£f(S0) is a frame-type function and, due to Serstnev [14], sup{|f(x)|: 
xeS0, \x\\ = 1} < oo. 
Since every two-dimensional subspace N a S may be imbedded into a three-
dimensional one, for a boundedf | ̂ (N), there exists [4,15] a unique symmetric bili-
near form tN such that f(x) = tN(x, x), xe^(N). Consequently, there exists a unique 
Hermitian operator TN: N -> N sech that tN(x, x) = (TNx, x), xeN. We shall now 
define a Hermitian operator T: S -> S as follows: let y be a vector from S and let N 
be a two-dimensional subspace containing y, then Ty = TNy. This T is defined well, 
since if Nl and N2 are two-dimensional subspaces of S containing y, then there exists 
a three-dimensional subspace M containing Nt and N2. There is a Hermitian operator 
TM:M-*M such that f(x) = (TMx, x), xe£f(M). Then TNty = TMy = TNly. 
Moreover, T is bounded Hermitian operator on S for which (2.3) holds. Q.E.D. 
We note that the assumption on the infinite-dimensionality of S is not super-
fluous [15]. 
Now we introduce two important classes of closed subspaces of S. Denote by E(S) 
the set of all splitting subspaces of S, i.e., of all subspaces M of S for which the con-
dition M + M 1 = S holds, which is an orthocomplemented, orthomodular ortho-
poset containing {0}, S and all complete and, therefore, all finite-dimensional sub-
spaces of S. 
L(S) is a system of all _L-closed subspaces of S, i.e., of all subspaces M of S for 
which M = M 1 1 . L(S) is an orthocomplemented, complete lattice. 
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We recall that M1 = {x e S: (x, y) = 0 for all y e M}. 
It is clear that E(S) ^ L(S). Due to Amemiya and Araki [2], we have: S is complete 
iffL(S) is orthomodular (or, equivalently, E(S) = L(S)). 
For any fe ^(S), we define 
Lf(S) = {M c S : M i s a closed subspace such that if {at} and {blf are two 
MONSs in M, then £ / ( a f ) = ^f(bt)}, 
i i 
then E(S) .= Lf(S), and we define a mapping mf: Lf(S) -> R such that 
mf(M) = £ / ( a f ) , {at} is a MONS in M . 
The following important lemma has been motivated by similar result in [12]. 
We recall that for all vl9 ..., vneSf(S), sp(vl9 ..., vr) denotes the finite-dimensional 
subspace of S generated by vl9..., vn. 
Lemma 2.3. Let v be a unit vector in the completion S of an infinite-dimensional 
inner product space S. Then, for any s > 0 and any K > 0, there is a S > 0 such 
that the following statement holds: If w e S is a unit vector such that [|v — w|| < 5, 
then, for any frame function f such that the norm of T = Tf is less than K, and for 
each finite-dimensional A satisfying the property v JL A, we have the inequality 
(2.4) \mf(A v sp(w)) - mf(A) - f(w)\ < s . 
Proof. Let s > 0 and K > 0 be given. By the continuity of the function @(t) = 
= (t2 + (1 - (1 - t2y/2)2y/2 we can find a ^ > 0 such that g(t) < s\2K for any 
t e [0, o\]. The continuity of the projection Psp(f;)i allows us to find a 5 e (0, 1) such 
that the assumption ||v — w(| < S implies ||Psp(i;)--(
w)|| < <5i- Fix a we-S^S) with 
||i; — w\\ < S and suppose that A is any finite-dimensional subspace orthogonal to v. 
Then, for the projection PA, we have 
II^WI = III^IWMII < i-W(»)ll < <5< • 
Thus, we obtain 
||(1 - PA) (w)/||(l - PA) (w)« - w|| = , ( | | P » | | ) < s\2K . 
Put w' = (1 - PA)(w)\\(\ - PA) HI Then we have ||w - w'|| < sjlK, A v 
v sp(w) = A v sp(w') and w' ± A. Calculate 
\mf(A v sp(vv)) - mf(A) - f(w)\ = \mf(A) + f(w') - mf(A) - f(w)\ = 
= I fV) - f(w)\ = |(7\v', w') - (Tw, w)\ = \(Tw', w') - (Tw', w)\ + 
+ \(Tw', w) - (Tw, w)\ <; 2||T|| \w - w'\ < e . 
Q.E.D. 
By ®L Mt we mean the join of mutually orthogonal ±-closed subspaces in L(S). 
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Lemma 2.4. Let {xj be a nonvoid system of orthonormal vectors from S and put 
M = ®L Sp(xf). 
i 
(i) If {yj} is a MONS in M1 , fhew {x J u {j;,} is a MONS in S. 
(ii) M 1 e Lr(S) for any fe &(S). 
Proof, (i) is evident. For (ii) suppose that {y^ and {ZJ} are two MONSs in M 1 . 
Due to (i), {xj u {>>,} and {xt} u {zy} are two MONSs in S. Therefore, 
IA*i) + Tf(yj) - SA*«) + If(-,) 
* ; • J 
which entails £ /(>>,.) = £ / ( - , ) . Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2.5. Let* ^ ( S ) # 0. Suppose that {y>}j°=i »'» Lemma 2.4 is a countable 
MONS in M 1 . Then 
(2.5) ©Lsp(^) = .W-. 
i = l 
oo 
Proof. Put M0 = © L sp(yy) e L(S). We assert that M 0 = M
1 . If not, then M 0 4= 
_ . 7 = 1 _ _ 
4= M 1 . Hence, there is a 0 e M 1 that is orthogonal to M0 . According to Lemma 2.1, 
we may assume that f is a frame function on S such thatf(z) > 0 for some z e M 1 , 
||z|| = l .Lete =f(z)/3 > 0. Applying Lemma 2.3, we find a we M 1 with J w - v\\ < 
< 3 for some 5 > 0 such that (2.4) holds for any finite-dimensional A Lv, A ^ M 1 
and any s e &(S) for which [|TS|| = ||7}||. 
Define a unitary operator U: S -+ S such that Uz = w and Ux = x for any x _L 
1 w, z and put s(u) = f(U_1w), w e«^(S). It is simple to verify that | | r j = lTf\\. 
Put An = s p ^ i , . . . , yn), Bn = A„ v sp(w), n = 1, 2 , . . . . The vectors w, >>-, >>2,... 
may be orthogonalized using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. Thus, 
we obtain orthonormal vectors w, zl9 z2,... . Then {w, z1? z2 , . . .} is a MONS 
in M 1 and 
i».(M-) = s(w) + £ s(-4) = lim ms(B„) . 
Moreover, 
00 
m^M1) = _ s(yj) = lim ms(A„) . 
j=l n 
Therefore, for any s > 0, there is an integer n0 such that for any n > n0 
ms(Bn) - e < ms(M
L) < ms(Bn) + e 
and 
m^M1) - c < ms(An) < ms(M
L) + e . 
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Using these inequalities and (2.4), we get 
m^M1) > ms(Bn) - e = ms(An v sp(vv)) - e > ms(An) + s(w) - 2e > 
> ms(M
L) - 3s + s(w) = m^M1) 
which contradicts the beginning of the last inequality, and the lemma is proved. 
Q.E.D. 
3. The Main Result 
In the present section, we prove the frame function completeness criterion for 
inner product spaces. 
Theorem 3.1. An inner product space S is complete iff S possesses at least one 
nonzero frame function. 
Proof. If S is complete, then the mapping fy\ x i—> |(x, y)\
2, x e Sf(S), is a frame 
function on 5, where y is any nonzero vector from S. 
Conversely, suppose that f is a nonzero frame function. If S is finite-dimensional, 
then it is evidently complete. Assume, therefore, S is infinite-dimensional. 
Now we claim to show that, for any sequence of orthonormal vectors {yj}?=i 
oo 
from S, the subspace M = ©L
 sP(yj) 1s splitting. Complete {y7}JLi by {xj to be 
1=i 
a MONS in S and put N = ©L sp(xl). Then {yj} is a MONS in N
1 and, according 
i 00 
to Lemma 2.5, M = N1. Therefore, if {ZJ}JL t is a MONS in M, then M = ®L spfo). 
Define i = 1 
L(0, M) = {Ne L(S): N £ M, (N1M)--M = N} , 
L(M) = {N _= M: (N1M)1M = N} , 
and 
LM = {Nc .M:NeL(S)} , 
where N1M = {x e M: (x, y) = 0 for any y e N} = N1 n M. Then 
L(M) = L(0, M ) c l M , 
Indeed, it is evident that L(0, M) s L(M). Conversely, let N e L(M)9 we claim to 
show that N11 = N. Calculate 
N = NnM^NL1nM = (N1)1 nM = (N1)1*1 £ (1v1M)1M = N . 
Here we used the fact that if A £ M, then A1 2 .A1M. Similarly we may show that 
L(M) £ LM. 
On the other hand, it is simple to verify that LM is orthomodular with respect 
to the orthocomplementation 1M, that is, if A, BeLM, A £ B, then J5 = _4 v 
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v (B A A1M). Applying the result of Amemiya and Araki [2], M is complete, and 
we know that any complete subspace of S is splitting. In view of the criterion[5], 
00 
S is complete iff, for any sequence of orthonormal vectors {y/}J°=i from S, ®L sp(yj) 
is splitting, which entails our result. J~~ 
Q.E.D. 
The result of Gudder and Holland [11] may be now remarkably improved: 
Corollary 3.2. An inner product space S is complete iff there is a nonzero vector 
veS such that, for any MONS {x(} in S, we have 
H2 = IMII2-
i 
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 3:1, if we define a mapping/,: X K 
r->|(v,x)|2, xeSr(S). Q.E.D. 
4. Signed measures 
In this section, we apply the main theorem for signed measure completeness 
criteria. We introduce the following four families of closed subspaces that show quite 
different properties from the ordering point of view: 
(1) W(S) is the set of all closed subspaces of S which is a weakly orthocomple-
mented, complete lattice. 
(2) D(S) is the set of all Foulis-Randal subspaces of S, i.e., of all subspaces M 
for which there exists an orthonormal system {ut} such that M = ®L sp(w,), which 
is a complete orthoposet. * 
(3) R(S) is the set of all subspaces M of S such that M = ®L sp(ut) for all MONSs 
{ut} in M, which is a poset. * 
(4) V(S) is the set of all subspaces M of S such that M = ®L sp(uf) and M
1 = 
i 
— © L SP(VJ) f ° r every MONS {ut} and {vj} in M and M
1 , respectively, which is an 
J 
orthocomplemented poset. 
We may verify that 
(4.1) E(S) s V(S) c R(S) c D(S) c L(S) c w(S) . 
Let K be a capital from {E, V, R, D, L, W}. A mapping m from K(S) into the real 
line R such that 
(4.2) m{ ®K Mt) = X m(Mt) 
teT teT 
whenever {Mt: teT} is a system of mutually orthogonal subspaces from K(S) for 
which the join ©^ Mt exists in K(S), and if K = W, then 
Í Є T 
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(4.2) m(M v w M
1) = m(S) for any M e W(S) , 
is said to be a signed measure on K(S). 
Hamhalter and Ptak [12] proved an interesting criterion: A separable inner 
product space S is complete iff L(S) possesses at least one state, that is, a positive 
signed measure m such that m(S) = 1. This result has been generalized in [6 — 8]. 
In the below, we present the more general form. 
Theorem 4.1. An inner product space S is complete iff K(S), where K is an 
arbitrary capital from {E, V, R, D, L, W}, possesses at least one nonzero signed 
measure. 
Proof. If S is complete, then, in (4.1), we have only equalities, and the mapping 
mx(M)= \\PMxl
2, MeK(S), 
where PM is the orthoprojector onto M, and x is a unit vector, is a nonzero signed 
measure. 
Conversely, let m be a nonzero signed measure on K(S). We assert that m : = 
:= m | E(S) is a nonzero signed measure on E(S). Really, if K e {E, V, R, D, L} 
then, due to Lemma 2 of [6], we have: let, for a system of mutually orthogonal 
splitting subspaces {Mt:teT}, the join ®EMt exists in E(S), then ®K Mt = 
teT teT 
= ®LMt. This implies that m is a nonzero signed measure. 
teT 
Now let K = W. In view of (4.2), 
(4.3) m(ML) = m(S) - m(M) . 
Applying (4.3) to M 1 and M 1 1 , we conclude that 
(4.4) m(M) = m(MLL) for any M e W(S) . 
The property (4.4) enables us to show that m : = m | L(S) is a nonzero signed 
measure on L(S). Indeed, let {Mt: teT} be a system of mutually orthogonal ± -
closed subspaces of S. Then using the de Morgan laws, we have 
m(®wMt) = m((®wM,y-) = m((Aw M
l)x) = m((nMJY) = 
t t t t 
= m((AL M
1)1) = m(yL Mj-
X) = m(®L M,) = m(®L Mt) . 
t t t t 
On the other hand, 
m(®w Mt) = X m(Mt) = X m(
Mt) = ^ ( © L Mt) , 
t t i t 
so that m := m | E(S) is a signed measure on E(S). 
We have seen that we may limit ourselves to the case that m is a nonzero signed 
measure on E(S). Define a mapping f: Sf(S) -> # via f(x) = m(sp(x)), x e £f(S). 
It is clear that f is a nonzero frame function on S. The criterion of Theorem 3.1 
entails that S is complete. Q.E.D. 
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Finally, we note that due to [6], E(S) possesses plenty of finitely additive states, 
but we know nothing on the existence of finitely additive states on K(S), where 
Ke{V, R, D, L, W}. In the below, we present only a particular assertion which gen-
eralizes the result from [13, 1] known for L(S) and complete S, respectively; however, 
the analoguous assertion is still unknown for K e {E, V, R}. 
Proposition 4.2. Let K e {D, L, W} and dim 5 ^ 3 . Then there is no two-valued 
finitely additive state on K(S). 
Proof. Due to the Gleason theorem [9], we may assume only dim S = co. Suppose 
that K = D. Then ®D Mt = ®L Mt whenever {Mt: teT} is a system of mutually 
t t 
orthogonal Foulis-Randal subspace of S. Indeed, let {x|} be an orthonormal system 
in Mt such that Mt = ®L sp(x*), then Mt ^ M := ®L sp(x|) for any t. Now, let 
» i,t 
Mt c Ne D(S) for any t. Then {xj} = N and, therefore, U {x]} ^ N which gives 
A f c N . * 
Let {xt: iel} be a MONS in S. We exptess the index set I in the form of disjoint 
union of three-elements sets Ip, I = \J If. Let S3 be a three-dimensional Hilbert 
ft 
space. Choose a unitary operator Up from S3 onto sp(et: et e Ip) and define a mapping 
U: D(S3) -> D(S) via 
U(M)= ®Up(M), MeD(S3). 
D 
Then U(M v N) = U(M) v U(N), and M 1 N iff U(M) 1 U(N). 
D 
If m is a two-valued finitely additive state on D(S), then the mapping mv: D(S3) -+ 
-* {0,1} defined via 
mv(M) = m(U(M)) , M e D(S3) , 
is a two-valued state on D(S3) which contradicts the Gleason theorem [9]. 
For the general case of K, analogically as in the last theorem, we conclude that 
m := m \ D(S) is a two-valued finitely additive state on D(S). Applying the first 
part of the present proof, we get the contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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